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About This Game

A simple quiz game to test your knowledge of the fifty states of the United States of America.

The game offers six quizzes on different topics associated with the U.S. states and a library to prepare for these quizzes
conveniently at one place.

Features

'Map' quiz
Classic one. You'll need to locate a state on the map.

'Shapes' quiz
Identify a state based on how its borders are shaped. The tricky part is that there's no location or size reference.

'Capitals' quiz
Guess the capital city of each state. Don't forget, it's not always the biggest one.

'Nicknames' quiz
Having a nickname is an important feature of each U.S. state. Can you name them all?

'Flags' quiz
Think of a state flag as a picture of its main symbols and you'll have no problem with this quiz.
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'Mottos' quiz
What are the words that states identify with?

Library
This is a place where you can directly or indirectly find all the answers to the questions present in the quizzes. Use it for

studying before jumping to quizzes or as a review of your answers. It's up to you.
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A very fun little puzzle game, though the difficulty is kind of all over the place. You will blow through 5 of em in no time, just
to hit a wall for a few tries, just to blow through 5 more like nothing.

I wasnt expecting a lot when I picked it up and was pleasantly surprised. Not a very long game though, so pick it up on sale.. A
bit of a toss up as to whether to recommend or not and eventually decided not for a few key reasons:

1. The acting is just AWFUL. That could make it funny, now it just makes it tedious. If it had been made in the '90s then I'd
understand it, video capturing was a bit more primitive so characters had to gesticulate wildly so you knew it they were talking,
but now it just feels like the game developers really couldn't be bothered.

2. Because the acting is so terrible, any cutscenes are enormously tedious. Yes you can skip them, but on a first play I thought
they'd add to some sort of understanding of the story, so I was left waiting for them to end.

3. As others have stated, the puzzles are varied which is a good thing, but the instructions on how to solve are pretty awful. Yes
again there is a place for puzzles which don't explain themselves (e.g. Hare in the Hat), but this game has so much else going on
that I just don't feel it's worth the time spent on some of them.

4. I quite liked the idea of finding the hidden money, but eventually it becomes a bit of a chore to just click everywhere. I also
had no idea what on earth I was finding it for at first! Then I discovered my garden I could decorate. It looked quite pretty, but
with the very limited selection of items I spent about 30 seconds admiring it and that was it! So much for a pay off.

5. As many others have said. It has some good features. The collecting plants adds a dimension. Some of the items are
interesting, and there is quite a lot of gameplay. But sadly that does not a recommendation make.. Solitaire game. Dime a dozen.
Decent. has a few logic fallacies that irritate, but Ok story, not bad mechanics.. The main character is a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. The
EMD E8 exemplifies all that is wrong with DTS's north american products, from it's horrid sounds to it's braking issues. The E8
is exactly what we've come to expect from DTG, the sounds are identical to those of the Kuju F7s from years ago, the coaches
are all reused, varying in origin from the Empire builder to the CZ. Rant over, pros and cons time.

Pro's:
Reskin potential. The E8 is likely to serve as an excellent basis for numerous reskins, from the Pennsy to the CB&Q.
Cab textures. The cab textures are fairly good, with few issues, it also (fairly) closely matches what photographs I've seen of real
E8 cabs
Paintschemes. The quality of the locomotive paintschemes is nice, nuff said.
Opening cab doors. That's nice I suppose, not that it effects the sounds or anything

Cons
Sounds. Gee! what a surprise, reused sounds from kuju F-units really dont cut, who'da thunk.
Physics. The brakes are of they're standard horrible quality, and to add insult to injury, the cab includes a nonfunctional brake
mode selecter switch to taunt you. otherwise it seems fine, I honestly cant really tell.
Coaches. The coaches are all reused, mostly from the California Zephyr addon, as well as a few from the Empire builder all
those years ago, it certainly would have been nice to have all the coaches be of the same quality. also the only passenger view is
from an ex-EB dome car... yippee.
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Wrapping it up. As is normal, us americans get to take it up the bum, while I dont regret the purchase, I do not recommend this
addon to anyone other than dedicated masochists bent on suffering while green with envy for the brits and germans.

P.S. sorry for the caustic attitude and poor grammer, finally getting a locomotive i've wanted for years only to (as expected) be
let down tends to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off. Beautiful music composed by Shinjou Hanabi. 10\/10.. I'm a
bit surprised by the negativity in the other reviews, especially when it goes to writing - I think this game presents a very fine and
believable story, even if it has some issues endemic to NWG titles (like unnecessary, mundane descriptions and scenes that clog
much of the first 20-30 minutes of the VN). It's also particularly simple when it goes to the visual side of things and the voice
acting feels a tiny bit off (especially for James, mostly because of the recording quality), but never to the point of being actually
off-putting and considering what kind of plot it tries to communicate, I didn't mind it being a bit clunky.

It's also not a surprising story really - after the first "dramatic coincident" on the part of Isobel and early complications from her
lies you can get a feeling on what kind of person she is and in what ways the story could end. It is, however, quite an emotional
one and I truly felt for the protagonist and the emotional abuse she went through throughout the whole plot. There are only a
few choices, but they show up in the crucial part of the story and are very strongly connected to its main theme, so I didn't really
mind the relative linearity of it all. It's also a fairly short game (my playtime is bloated through a few hours of being AFK), so
after you get through the slow start it doesn't ever get tedious or boring.

In general, while it definitely doesn't offer much visual flair, it's a pretty interesting VN and considering how cheap it is
nowadays, I recommend giving it a try (at least of toxic relationship drama is something you like to read). I'll also mention that I
didn't install the h-patch, but from what I read here, you don't lose much by skipping it and I'm not even sure if I'd ever want
explicit scenes in this kind of story - what is most important here, is that it, in my opinion, works fine as "just" drama and is
worth buying even without the smutty parts.

--------

PS If you're interested in quality Western VNs, check out my curator page.
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perfect Battle of Wesnoth type RPG strategy.. Oculus Rift | GTX 1060 Gameplay (With Commentary):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSoHLVdzn7k

My Thoughts:
Ok I admit I'm a big fan of wave based shooters, but I'm a bigger fan of wave based shooters with progression and this game has
that by the bucket load. The game reminded me of a cross between Robo Recall and Raw Data and there was always something
new to look forward to around each corner. I loved the robots, the environment, the graphics and effects. this felt like a very
polished game.

Game Details:
Experience the thrill of VR action gaming in VINDICTA, a first person shooter game built for Virtual Reality. Feel part of the
action as you duck to avoid incoming bullets, climb, hide, crawl and shoot your way through an army of robots!. A really nice
and a bit intimidating experience. I don't think I've played many if any VR experiences where you could "feel" the other persons
presense as much as here. La Peri has a great look and you feel that theres people with a theater/artist background behind it
(Frenchmen! Arggh!).

I can understand people who feel it's a bit expensive (disclosure: I bought it only when discounted) for such a short story but I
did find it worth it and I hope enough people will support it so we can have more classic feeling/"artsy" experiences like this
one. This is starting to sound cheesy but I absolutely felt like La Peri was made with love and I want more of it.. Worst 49 cents
I've ever \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing spent in my life... not even gonna review this properly because this game doesn't
deserve any of it. The game is literally trash and 1 out of 2 achievements is broken, avoid this game at all costs until at the very
least the achievements are fixed which apparently will be never. I'm ashamed to even own this, I can't believe I got conned into
this over 2 achievements, this will sit with me for the rest of my life... uncomplete, annoying, buggy piece of literal trash!.
Definitely a good example of an Early Access game, where it is in a state of development that shows potential but still needs a
lot of work from both the developers and the community providing (constructive) feedback.

Pros:
> Graphically, looks great and one of the most impressive for an EA game.
> Learning curve isn't steep at all, as it'll take just the tutorial and a couple of matches to make you go "Oh, ok. So this is how
the game works."
> Doesn't take long (more than 3 minutes) for a match to start. Just my experience, so this can differ.
> Game shows potential for growth

Cons:
> No key binding
> No controller support (yet!)
> No push to talk for voice chat. Often times, I find myself muting the person I'm with due to their background noise.
> The stun lock is real when two or more players are hitting you. I usually give up on trying to get away when a mage gets
involved.
> Mages are OP. One hit from them and you're stun locked for 2~3 seconds, which is enough time for their friends to gank you.
Also, their basic shots have homing and quite the range to them.
> Balacing issues amoung the Blades, but that's to be expected in an EA game and hopefully to be fixed.

Other than that, it's still a fun game and highly recommend if you got a friend to play with.. I'd recommend this game to those
who have played HO games before, as it is fairly complex, with no map and loads of areas and many items at a time that you
keep in your inventory. The graphics are great and I love the theme of a kid's summer camp with mysterious disappearances.
The game is lacking in terms of an ongoing story through cutscenes and it doesn't offer much narrative - which personally
doesn't bother me. What it does have however is loads of HOG scenes and easy-medium difficulty minigames. For me, it's a
solid HOG with some minor drawbacks with an appropriate price.
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